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Foreword
Welcome to our second ever AES Elite Foal Auction in cooperation with Brightwells Auctioneers.
Our vision for the Elite Auction is to give Britain’s riders and owners of top competition horses the
opportunity to see a selection of the very best breeding this country offers.
We want to give something back to our many British breeders, by giving them the opportunity to present
their foals to an expert audience. The Addington Elite Sales alongside the Young Horse Championships
provide the perfect venue and opportunity to achieve this.
This year, we travelled further than ever, meeting breeders and foals as far afield as Inverness, Wales and
Devon to find the stars of the future.
Everywhere we went we were met with great support and enthusiasm from across the entire breeding
community, and we met passionate and knowledgeable breeders whose dedication has been truly
humbling and inspiring.
Yet again we were struck by the breadth and depth of quality we found in breeding for all three
Olympic disciplines, allowing us to put together a truly outstanding selection of quality foals that
demonstrates how far we have come as a country. Our breeders can hold their head up high in
international circles.
We are excited that we can offer serious and knowledgeable British buyers what they have been asking
for: the opportunity to see an outstanding and truly diverse selection of serious competition prospect
foals together all under one roof.
Our special thanks go to Brightwells Auctioneers who are running the ‘business side’ of this auction
and whose expertise in this field is simply invaluable. Without their support this would not have been
possible.
We believe that Britain deserves and needs a strong and successful Elite Foal Auction to guarantee
the future of the sport. We would like to thank you for supporting it and being part of this exciting
journey.
With the very best wishes
Your
AES Team

brightwells.com

Thank You
We could not have assembled this wonderful selection of British bred foals without the help and generous
support from our breeding community.
Our special gratitude goes to those who very kindly and generously made their wonderful venues available for our public foal selection, photography and video sessions:
Lorna Wilson of Newton Stud in Devon
Lucy and Jim Simpson of Ladykirk Stables in Berwick-upon-Tweed
Victoria Jayne Moss of Quaikin Stud in Shropshire
Oliver Gibney of Newhall Estate in Knutsford
Maddy Gardner of Fishers Hill Stud in Ashorne
Jules Padgett of Tilery Bank Stud in Lancashire
Sue Jaggar of Millfield Stud in Yorkshire
Sarah Parker of Springhall Stud in Mid Wales
Liz Williams of Hillgrove Stud in Worcestershire
Janice C Vallance of Withnell Barn Farm near Preston
Rebecca McNair of Logwood Dressage Stud near Preston
Sharon Baldwin of Meadow Stud in Gloucestershire
Thank you also to everyone involved in providing the details and information for the catalogue.
Photography: Dr Eva-Maria Broomer of Horsepower Creative
Video: Chris Atkins

And last but not least, a very big and sincere thank you to all the British breeders who support this
auction with so much enthusiasm. Meeting you has been truly inspiring.

brightwells.com

Thank You

brightwells.com

Welcome to

Brightwells Elite
August Sale
Timetable of Events…
Thursday 17th August
5.30pm - Loose Jumping Presentation
Friday 18th August
9am
Stables open for viewing
11am
Presentation of Dressage Horses followed by Foals
1pm
Vets office open to discuss x-rays and clinical
examinations.
1pm
Trial rides of Dressage Horses by appointment
5.30pm Brightwells and AES Auction of Foals
(*Foal catalogue available separately)
Saturday 19th August
9am
Stables open for viewing
10am
Vets office open to discuss x-rays and clinical
examinations
11am
Trial rides of Dressage Horses by appointment
5pm
Auction of Show Jumpers and Dressage Horses
Individual Trial Rides
Please complete a ‘Trial Ride Form’ which can be downloaded
from brightwells.com or contact Brightwells Auctioneers on
01568 619777.
Sale Day Telephone Number
01296 713333/07900 784014
from Wednesday 16th August to Sunday 20th August

01568 619777

Welcome to a Source of Champions
The Brightwells Addington Elite Auctions continually
provide horses of exceptional quality and have become
a major source of high class sport horses in the world
of Show Jumping, Dressage and Eventing.
We are delighted to present you with the 2017 August
Collection and would like to thank our vendors for
their support. Their ability to source high quality young
horses at a time when international demand is high,
remains a benefit to our clients.
Staged alongside the British Young Horse Show
Jumping Championships, this is truly a fantastic event,
where you can watch the very best young jumpers in
the UK and purchase their future counterparts.

overseen the foal selections, to bring you an exciting
collection of superior British Bred foals.
Live Streaming
The whole event will be live streamed. This includes the
loose jumping presentation on the evening of Thursday
17th, the Foal sale on Friday 18th and Dressage and
Show Jumping sale on Saturday 19th.
We look forward to welcoming you to Addington and
wish you every success in finding your next star. If you
require assistance, please contact any member of the
Brightwells Team, we are here to help and make your
visit as pleasant and successful as possible.
Sarah Johnson - Sale Co-Ordinator & Selector

Brightwells are delighted to continue to work with the
Anglo European Studbook, who have again this year
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Hospitality
Friday

Saturday

Main Course
Supreme of Chicken in a Creamy
White Wine & Mushroom Sauce,
garnished with Asparagus, Gartin Potato,
Garden Peas & Carrots

Main Course
Roast Pork Tender Loin with an apricot and brandy
sauce, Baby Potatoes, Garden Peas & Carrots
Vegetarian option
Spinach & Ricotta Cannelloni

Vegetarian option
Wild Mushroom and Goats Cheese Tartlet

Dessert
White Chocolate & Raspberry Roulade and
pouring cream

Dessert
Freshly made Chocolate Roulade
with pouring cream

To Finish
Cheese platter and Coffee

Meal Tables £30pp Drinks Tables £15pp

Meal Tables £40pp Drinks Tables £15pp

Grandstand seating £5

Sales Location
Addington Manor Equestrian Centre is situated on the A413 between Buckingham (4 miles) and Winslow (3 miles).
The M40 to the West and the M1 to the East are within 20 minutes’ drive of the Centre.

Closest Airports: (Distances by car)
Luton (London Airport) 45 minutes
London Heathrow 1 hour 30 minutes

Birmingham International 50 minutes
Gatwick Airport 2 hours

Accommodation

Buckingham Beales Hotel
Buckingham
Tel: 01280 822622

01568 619777

Horwood House Hotel
Horwood
Tel: 01296 722100

The Villiers Hotel
Buckingham
Tel: 01280 822444

The Bell Hotel
Winslow
Tel: 01296 714091

Purchasing & Veterinary Office
Purchasing
All purchases must be paid for before or immediately
after the conclusion of the sale. Clients unknown to
the Auctioneers must complete the Bankers Reference
Page which can be downloaded from brightwells.com
in the ‘How to Buy’ section. The Bankers Reference
must be forwarded to your bank who will then
authorise a credit control.
Collection of Purchases
All purchases must be collected from Addington Manor
Equestrian Centre no later than 12 noon the day after
the sale.
Veterinary Office
The Veterinary Office will be from 1pm on Friday 18th
and 10am on Saturday 19th August. The veterinary
surgeon will be available to discuss veterinary findings
and X-rays of all auction horses.
Emailing of X-Rays
Prior to the sale, Brightwells will be delighted to
arrange for X-rays of the Auction Horses to be emailed
to prospective buyer’s Veterinary Surgeons. Please
contact Sarah Johnson Tel. 01568 619777 or 07900
784014 for further information.
Important
All auction horses will be sold as they stand on the
evening. It is therefore your responsibility to check
X-rays and veterinary certificates of any horse that
you are interested in buying. You are also welcome to
bring your own veterinary surgeon with you to view
the X-rays and veterinary certificates. X-rays have
been assessed solely for the purpose of being suitable
to be entered in this auction and do not constitute a
warranty of any kind.

brightwells.com
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Jumping
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Jumping
Eventing
Eventing
Jumping
Eventing
Jumping
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CENSATION
LDS
21/05/2017 Chestnut Colt
Dressage

CONTENDROS BUBE
Sire
CASANOVA LDS
LAVENDEL

AHORN
Dam
TIARA
MARLON

CONTENDRO I
PIK BUBE'S GIRL
LAURIES CRUSADOR XX
RUBINA
NIMMERDOR
HYAZINTHE (M.HYAZINTHE)
TOPAS
FRIEDA

It is a pleasure to introduce this very elegant foal, bred by Logwood Dressage from their own Approved stallion
Casanova LDS, out of Tiara by the famous Ahorn. The sire offers an interesting mix of proven and valuable
dressage lines in Pik Bube, Rubinstein, and the influential thoroughbred Lauries Crusador XX with some excellent
jumping breeding in Contendro who needs no further introduction. On the mother’s side, we have further
outstanding show jumping breeding in Sultan and blood via the Marco Polo son Topas. Tiara herself competed
successfully at show jumping up to 1.40m and is Graded with the KWPN. Censation LDS convinces with 3 uphill
and active paces, wonderful expression, and beautiful type.
brightwells.com

angloeuropeanstudbook.co.uk
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HOUDINI
17/04/2017 Chestnut Colt
Jumping

ZAMBESI TN (ZALANTA)
Sire
HOCUS POCUS
DELLA TESTA ROSSS

ANDIAMO
Dam
VICTORI NIGHT
MID-NIGHT

HEARTBREAKER
CALANDA Z
VANCOUVER
NOLINDA
ANIMO
TAJ MAHAL X
HEMMINGWAY
ULRICA

Bred by Joe Hughes-Jones from his own stallion Hocus-Pocus comes this athletic and attractive colt out of the
Andiamo daughter Victori Night who competes successfully at 1.30m show jumping and comes from the
illustrious mare family Otrichta. This line has been a prolific producer of international Grand Prix horses in
dressage and show jumping alike, and of stallions such as Kroonjuweel, Elton John, Inspekteur and Galandro.
With an elite score of 9.13, Hocus Pocus was the highest placed show jumping horse at the British Breeding
Futurity Evaluation 2015 and is now competing successfully in the young horse classes. A bold colt with a lot of
attitude and ‘look-at-me’ factor.
brightwells.com

angloeuropeanstudbook.co.uk
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MX UNIQUE
30/03/2017 Dark Bay Filly
Dressage

METALL (MILTON V)
Sire
UTHOPIA
ODELIA

FERRO
Dam
RIRANIA
GERANIA

FERRO
EDELWEIS
INSPEKTEUR
FRESULA
ULFT
BRENDA
BREDERO
CERANIA

We are delighted to offer this wonderfully expressive filly bred by Edward Royale of MX Sporthorses. Line-bred to
Ferro, MX Unique is by the famous Uthopia, who requires no further introduction, haven proven himself not only
in his illustrious dressage career with Carl Hester, but also as a breeding stallion with two licensed sons, already, in
Just For You and Claire Hester’s U-Genius. The dam line produced successful stallions like Luron, Kimberley and
Oscar, and from the dam’s half-sister Mirania comes the international Grand Prix horse Woodstock, who in recent
years had multiple CDI3* wins with Arlène Page (USA) and Charlotte Lotth (France). A proven and highly
interesting performance pedigree and beautiful type paired with expressive movement make this filly one to watch
for the future.
brightwells.com
angloeuropeanstudbook.co.uk

4
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DELTA
06/03/2017 Bay Colt
Jumping

DARCO
NONSTOP
Sire
VANGELIS-S

GLORCA V/H
SCHUTTERSHOF
FEINSCHNITT Z

REGINA-S

BURGGRAAF
Dam
PATHETIQUE
CASHMIRA

HEIDI V/H
APPELSVOORDEHOF
LANDGRAF I
LOANDA
CASH
LUANDA

It is a pleasure to introduce a superb opportunity in this powerful colt bred by Sharon Baldwin of Meadow Stud by
Vangelis out of a direct Burggraaf daughter. The dam Pathetique is also the mother of Constant II, successful at
international 1.60m level with multiple winnings under Helen Tredwell (GBR) and Geoff Luckett (GBR) in
Lanaken, Wettenhall, Harthill and Valencia and comes from the Holsteiner line 730b, which also produced famous
stallions like Lazio and Caletto. Winner of the Nations Cup at Dublin in 2008, the sire Vangelis has been
competing successfully at 1.60m level internationally under Nayel Nassar (EGY) and Robert Smith (GBR). A bold
and athletic colt with outstanding international performance pedigree on both sides.
brightwells.com

angloeuropeanstudbook.co.uk
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SANNABAYS
MAMBO
28/06/2017 Chestnut Colt
Dressage

DEPARDIEU 11 (DEPARDIEU)
Sire
DREAM ON
PAVEDENA AA

DE NIRO
ELFI
LAVAUZELLE X (LAVOUZELLE
X,LAVOUZELLE AA)
PRIMERA X

JAZZ
Dam
ETOGA
ARTOGA

COCKTAIL
CHARMANTE
SCANDIC (WATERMILL
SCANDIC H.B.C.)
LIRANDA

All the way from Scotland from the breeding of Lauren Piercy of Sannabay Sport Horses comes this striking colt
with enormous uphill gaits and plenty of wow-factor. Sannabay’s Mambo offers a compelling combination of some
of the best in modern dressage breeding by combining, through his sire Dream On, the important blood of De
Niro via the Grand Prix stallion Depardieu with , from the mother, the influential blood of Jazz and Scandic.
Behind come highly desirable Anglo Arab lines through Dream On’s mother. The sire’s offspring are beginning to
show significant successes, with competition winnings in Germany alone already reaching 50,000 Euros. An
expressive colt with paces and size to match.
brightwells.com

angloeuropeanstudbook.co.uk
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MOTKA GBS
18/04/2017 Black Filly
Jumping

LAROCHE
Sire
RASPUTIN
IRLINNEKE

CONCORDE
BERNADETTE
CAVALIER (SAN
PATRIGNANO MISTER)
BERLINNEKE

UNDERCOVER
Dam
BEAUTY
VICTORIA B

IROKO
ORIGINA
ELMSHORN (LORRADO)
LENNEKE

Bred by Melanie Gravell-Barnes from her own stallion Rasputin comes this very beautiful and athletic filly.
Rasputin is by the Concorde son Laroche and comes from an outstanding mare line. He is a half-brother of the
internationally successful 1.60m mare Vienna Uno, and another half-sister produced the 1.60m gelding Verdi.
Motka’s dam is by the Iroko son Undercover, sire of multiple 1.40m horses. The dam’s mother is half-sister to the
licensed stallion Kentucky and the internationally successful show jumpers Cupitella and Corienne il Palazzetto.
Motka is a charming foal with three balanced and expressive gaits and excellent performance bloodlines on both
sides, making her a valuable asset to the sport as well as to future breeding.
brightwells.com

angloeuropeanstudbook.co.uk
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VAT

FURST OF
WALES
04/03/2017 Bay Colt
Dressage

Sire
FURST ROMANCIER (FUERST
ROMANCIER)

FURST HEINRICH (FUERST
HEINRICH)

FLORESTAN I
DAWINA
ROMANCIER (BLUE HORS
ROMANCIER)

RONJA

EDWINA
TOLSTOI

FREUDENFEST

FREUNDIN IV

Dam
SCHWALBENFREUDE II
SCHWALBENFLAIR

EXCLUSIV
SCHWALBENLUST

We are delighted to introduce all the way from Wales this beautiful colt bred by Ruth Skillen of Tyddyn Cochyn
Stud. Fürst of Wales is by the famous Fürst Heinrich son Fürst Romancier who has already sired 28 licensed
stallions and 55 State Premium Mares in Germany alone. On the dam side, we have some of the best Trakehner
breeding available from the famous Schwalbe line, who goes back to one of the founding mothers of the modern
Trakehner breed, Saaleck, from whose progeny have come no less than 63 licensed stallions so far. With fantastic
breeding credentials, Fürst of Wales does not disappoint with wonderful type and three expressive gaits.
brightwells.com

angloeuropeanstudbook.co.uk
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OLISTAR'S
GOLD DIGGER
02/05/2017 Palamino Filly
Jumping

CROWN'S BLUE PEARL
Sire
CROWN'S ACE OF PEARL
FAIR FARINA

WATERMAN
Dam
VIENY
DIENI

CROWNS TOSTI
CATARINA CROWN
CODY STAUSLYKKE
FELIPPA
NORAN
RASJANA
THEOLOOG
SIENI

This very striking filly from the breeding of Oliver Gibney of Olistar Stud is a real looker not just thanks to her
fabulous colour, but also because of her outstanding expressive and ground covering gaits and enormous elevation.
She is by Crown’s Ace of Pearl who has been enjoying a successful eventing career under the British based
Olympic rider Alex Hua Tian. The mother has already produced one licensed stallion in Olistar’s Call Me Maybe.
She is by the legendary and prolific Waterman who won the Dutch National Approved Stallion Competition three
times in a row. A truly unique filly with simply breath-taking movement.
brightwells.com

angloeuropeanstudbook.co.uk
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PENHALIGON
FORNASETTI
03/06/2017 Chestnut Colt
Dressage

FLORENCIO I (SENSATION)
Sire
FLORISCOUNT
ARKONA

REGAZZONI
Dam
ANNALTA
ATTONA

FLORESTAN I
WALESSA
DONNERHALL
ARWALDIS
RUBINSTEIN I
WAKONDA
WELTON
ANGELINA

From the breeding of Theresa Oakes of Penhaligon Stud comes this stallion prospect with bags of presence, and
outstanding, uphill movement. The sire Floriscount combines the breeding of two of the most influential sires in
modern dressage breeding, and convinces with expressive movement and power, having famously achieved perfect
scores of 10 for his rideability and his canter, a tendency we can also see in this colt’s every step. The dam sire, Elite
stallion Regazzoni, has 13 licensed sons and brings the influential blood of Rubinstein and Weltmeyer. A fabulous
colt with a pedigree that convinces at every level, outstanding gaits and that all important ‘X-Factor’.
brightwells.com

angloeuropeanstudbook.co.uk
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TILERY BANK
VELOUTE
14/05/2017 Smokey Black Filly
Eventing

Sire
DECANTER (TRELIVER
DECANTER)

DIMAGGIO

KRYSTAL II

BEAT ALL XX
Dam
JACQUELINE HYDE
KANSAS CITY

DON PRIMERO
WINNIPEG
GRAND FERDEL
CAROL'S GOLD
DYNAFORMER XX
SPIRITED MISSUS XX
LUTE ANTIQUE
TENACITY

It is a great pleasure to feature a filly by Treliver Decanter who was recently awarded the coveted AES Elite Stallion
status. Bred by Jules and Carl Padgett of Tilery Bank Stud, this charming filly shows her sire’s active paces and
uphill tendency. Decanter brings the desirable blood of Dimaggio whose fantastic shoulder and expressive front
are clearly visible in this lovely foal. Behind that we have a very interesting thoroughbred mare who impresses with
exceptional active and floating paces. She is by the successful racing stallion Beat All XX who brings to the table
that all important ability to stretch into a true gallop. A striking filly combining the best of warmblood and
thoroughbred breeding for eventing success.
brightwells.com

angloeuropeanstudbook.co.uk
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SPRINGHALL
MAYTIME
16/05/2017 Bay Filly
Eventing

SIR DONNERHALL I

STARNBERG

RAPUNZEL

Sire
SUNSET BOULEVARD

RICCIONE

RICCARDA

Dam
VICA V

FIRST LADY

GRAN CORRADO (GRAN
CORRADO 33)
OSTRONA H

GRANNUS
D-CREMONA
GATECRASHER XX
KASTRONA

All the way from Wales comes this athletic filly bred by Sarah Parker of Springhall Stud. Springhall Maytime offers
a compelling cocktail of proven dressage and jumping breeding to make a modern and powerful event horse. She
is by the Starnberg son Sunset Boulevard. Starnberg is the half-brother to the Grand Prix dressage horse Fidelio.
On the dam side, we have the proven jumping lines of the famous Grannus, known to provide sound horses with
enormous power and ability, and behind that comes the important thoroughbred blood injection from
Gatecrasher XX. A striking filly in a large frame with a ground covering canter and bags of presence.
brightwells.com

angloeuropeanstudbook.co.uk
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UCS UPTOWN
FUNK
15/05/2017 Skewbald Colt
Jumping

PILOT
Sire
PILOTHAGO TN
VALERIE

SEMPATICO M
Dam
SPECIAL DESIGN
SAMSARA

PILATUS (G.PILATUS)
GRATIA
CARTHAGO Z
SERA DEL CASTEGNO
SEMPER
INDIAN DREAM
SAMBUCO B
OSE ROUGE

Our first splash of colour comes from the breeding of Amanda Chapman of United Coloured Stud with this
charming colt by Pilothago TN out of the German bred mare Special Design. Pilothago TN is a young premium
stallion competing internationally under Zoï Snels (NED) and half-brother to the successful international show
jumping mares Crocodile Dundee and Equidame. He combines the blood of the important performance stallions
Pilot and Carthago Z on a dam line with winnings of almost 300,000 Euros in Germany alone. The mother brings
some of the best-known colour breeding through the Semper son Sempatico M and the Samber son Sambuco. An
eye-catching filly with proven show jumping performance breeding of the highest quality.
brightwells.com

angloeuropeanstudbook.co.uk
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OLISTAR'S
LUCINA
12/03/2017 Chestnut Filly
Jumping

GUIDAM
Sire
LUIDAM ELITE
ELJENOHVE

ANDIAMO
Dam
VISELIA
GISELIA

QUIDAM DE REVEL
FOUGERE
AKTEUR
POLINE
ANIMO
TAJ MAHAL X
NOCTURN
(LAMOUR,L'AMOUR)
WULITA

Our second foal from Oliver Gibney’s Olistar Stud is this stunning filly by Luidam Elite, a truly convincing sports
prospect with enormous presence, ground covering gaits, and a performance pedigree that knows no blind spots.
Luidam, who had such a successful international Grand Prix career with Billy Twomey, requires no further
introduction. The dam Viselia brings the type and class of Andiamo on a dam line with an outstanding record of
its own that produced the 1.60m show jumping stallion Ikoon. Her dam Giselia is half-sister to the mother of
Vilavie du Bois Philip who has been competing successfully internationally at 1.50m with Diego Perez Bilbao
(ESP), and is now ridden by Samantha Wight (USA). With flawless international performance records on both
sides and a clear star quality of her own, this bold and beautiful filly is one to watch for the future.
brightwells.com
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CARAVAGGIO
L.E.
20/06/2017 Dark Bay Filly
Jumping

CARTHAGO Z
Sire
MYLORD CARTHAGO
FRAGANCE DE CHALUS

CAPITOL I
PERRA
JALISCO B
NIFRANE
DARCO

NONSTOP
Dam
NEVERSTOP
PALOMAPRACHT

GLORCA V/H
SCHUTTERSHOF
JUS DE POMME
KALICHA PRACHT

It is a pleasure to introduce another treasure from Scotland in this athletic filly from the breeding of Lucy Simpson
of Ladykirk Equitation and Stud. Caravaggio’s sire Mylord Carthago will require no further introduction, as we all
remember his many international Grand Prix successes with his French rider Penelope Leprevost. The dam brings
further household names in international show jumping breeding with the Darco son Nonstop and the famous Jus
de Pomme. Grandmother Palomapracht is half-sister to the 1.60m show jumper Semtex P. Another half-sister
produced, also from a pairing with Nonstop, the 1.50m Grand Prix horse L.B. Nesquick. With a pedigree littered
with international Grand Prix stars and from a dam line that has consistently produced jumpers of 1.50m and
above, this filly ticks all the boxes for a serious competition home.
brightwells.com
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STOLEN
ROMANCE
15/05/2017 Bay Filly
Dressage

BOLERO
Sire
BELISSIMO M (BELLISSIMO
M)

BELTAIN

ROXA

Dam
DARLINGSCOTT STER
IBOP(DR)

JAZZ

PROMISSES

GANSELIESEL
(GAENSELIESEL)
ROMADOUR II
LADY
COCKTAIL
CHARMANTE
FLEMMINGH
HEUREKA

Serious dressage riders will be excited about this delightful daughter of the international Grand Prix stallion Belissimo
M, sire of Isabell Werth's Bella Rosa and GP stallion Benicio. Bred by Stolen Silver Sport Horses, Stolen Romance
convinces with elastic and uphill paces and beautiful type. Her mother brings the important blood of Jazz and
Flemmingh. She is a KWPN Ster and AES 3*** mare and champion of her IBOP performance test. As a 3-year-old she
went Elite at the BEF Futurity, and was 3rd highest ranked dressage horse in the country. Her half-sister qualified for
the national 6yo championship. The dam line has been extremely versatile, and has also produced successful show
jumpers, such as the 1.60m horse Santana KAF. A beautiful and charming filly with a dream pedigree.
brightwells.com
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UNNAMED
COLT
12/06/2017 Black Colt
Jumping

COOSHEEN STORM BOY
Sire
GLENCARRIG DOLPHIN
MOUNTROSS COLLEEN

GROSVENOR LAD
Dam
GROVE STAR
FALLDUFF LADY

CLOONISLE CASHEL
SCARTEEN MISTRAL
CORAL STAR
GRANGE AMBER COLLEEN
HOLYCROSS
MADAME JOY
APPRAISAL XX
WEATHERFORT LADY

It is a great pleasure to offer something a bit different in this beguiling colt bred by Rupert Worrell. The sire, the
pure-bred Connemara stallion Glencarrig Dolphin, offers great performance and athleticism in a small package,
having won the B100 Buckminster Horse Trials twice in a row in 2015 and 1016. The mother, by the Irish Draught
stallion and 1996 RDS ID stallion class winner Grosvenor Lad, won her class at this year’s Lincolnshire show. Her
dam is by the thoroughbred Appraisal XX who is also the dam sire of the international show jumper My Cino who
was recently so successful at Fontainebleau. This colt offers an interesting cocktail of Irish sports performance
breeding in a compact and attractive package.
brightwells.com
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VOLATIS
ROTHSCHILD
08/04/2017 Bay Colt
Dressage

RUBINSTEIN I
Sire
ROTSPON
ANTALIA

TYCOON
Dam
HARMSWORTH ELFINESQUE
ELFENNYMPHE

ROSENKAVALIER
ANTINE
ARGENTAN I
PARAGONA
DONAUMONARCH
TITANIA II
CONSUL
ELFENQUELLE

We are delighted to introduce this wonderful strong and beautiful direct son of the famous Rotspon bred by Sacha
Shaw of Volatis Stud. Rotspon offers proven international Grand Prix performance, and a highly impressive
breeding record, having produced no fewer than 29 licensed sons in Germany, and 122 State Premium mares and
progeny with winnings of almost 900,000 Euros in the sport. The mother is a pure bred Trakehner mare by Tycoon
who was the dam sire of both the champion and reserve champion of the 2004 Trakehner stallion grading. The
mother line goes back to the famous Elite State Premium mare Elfe, one of the foundation mares of the modern
Trakehner breed, with stallions like Ehrentanz and Elfengeist coming from close relatives. A very harmonious and
powerful colt with a thoroughly convincing pedigree, the full sister has won multiple show classes.
in hand.
brightwells.com
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HILLGROVE
DONATELLO
18/05/2017 Black Colt
Dressage

DE NIRO
Sire
DEBONAIR
ST.PR. SHOW HIT

WESUVIO
Dam
HILLGROVE WANA BELLA
WOODLANDER DOLCE VITA

DONNERHALL
ALICANTE
SHOW STAR
PAGONA
WALENTINO
SAVANNAH
DIMAGGIO
RAPHAELA

For the keen dressage enthusiast, we are delighted to introduce this exceptional colt from the 2014 Badminton
Young Dressage Horse of the Future Finals winner Shamwari Debonair who combines the important blood of De
Niro with the athleticism from Sandro Hit on an influential and prolific dam line that also produced the popular
stallion Rittmeister. Bred by Liz Williams of Hillgrove stud, this foal shows the beautiful type and movement we
have come to associate with Debonair. On the dam side comes the eventing stallion Woodlander Wesuvio who
brings the valuable breeding of Weltmeyer, and behind that we have another dose of D-Line in Dimaggio on
Rubinstein for rideability and temperament. A harmonious and expressive colt with beautiful type and uphill
movement.
brightwells.com
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FAYLENCIA
FST
27/04/2017 Bright Bay Filly
Dressage

AMPERE (AJONG)
Sire
FRANKLIN (FIERCE-S)
WARKLE M

SUNNY-BOY
Dam
SONNET LOMIERE
GEENIO

ROUSSEAU (RAMBO)
LARIVOLA
FERRO
SPARKLE M
SANDRO HIT
FANTASTICA
GIORGIONE
WALDROSE

From the breeding of Fay Thomas of FST Sport Horses comes this delightful filly by Franklin, who won his stallion
licensing in Holland in 2013. His foals on the continent have been fetching auction prices in some cases of more
than 80,000 Euros. Line-bred to Ferro and by the influential stallion Ampère, this stallion offers some of the very
best of Dutch dressage breeding. The mare has competed Premier League and trained up to Grand Prix. She comes
from the dam line of Kostolany and brings the proven combination of S-Line and D-Line through her sire, SunnyBoy, who sired in Germany alone 21 licensed stallions and 30 State Premium mares. A tall and expressive filly with
a thoroughly convincing modern performance pedigree of the highest quality.
brightwells.com
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SCHATTENSPIEL
ZB
11/05/2017 Black Colt
Dressage

SEZUAN (SEZUAN 2)
Sire
ST. LOUIS BLUES
ST. PR. LIZARAZU M

ZACK (BLUE HORS
ZACK,ZAGREB)
BOGEGARDENS DON
ROMINA
LAURIES CRUSADOR XX
ST. PR. DONNA GRACIA
SARKOZY

SIR FIDERGOLD

ST. PR. FANTASTICA

Dam
SO FINE
ST. PR. REAL PERFECT

ROUSSEAU (RAMBO)
ST. PR. ABSOLUTELY

Bred by Dr Eva-Maria Broomer of Zucht Broomer comes this tall stallion type colt from the half-sister of Woodlander
Double Bubble. Schattenspiel ZB has exceptional loose and elastic paces in an elegant tall frame. The sire, St Louis Blues,
is by the World Dressage Breeding Champion Sezuan and exhibits such expression in his paces that one dressage judge
described him recently as ‘a horse on springs’. The mother So Fine was champion of last year’s BBN Show at
Woodlander Stud, and comes from the dam line of the great Laudabilis. She is by the premium stallion Sir Fidergold,
and behind that come Rousseau and Alabaster valued for passing on exceptional movement and temperament. With a
pedigree packed with State Premium mares, this colt is a serious competition prospect not to be missed.
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MILLFIELD
PLAUSABLE
24/04/2017 Bay Filly
Jumping

COUPERUS

MR. BLUE

ACARLA

Sire
PLOT BLUE

PILOT

ILOTTE

SANTA FEE

QUINAR (QUINAR Z)
Dam
VIENNA
NIZZA VII

QUIDAM DE REVEL
ADELE
CASSINI I
DAFFY

We are excited to introduce this superb filly by Plot Blue, bred by Sue Jaggar of Millfield Stud. The sire requires no
introduction, having competed at the very top of the international sport for many years with Marcus Ehning. The
dam is by the Quidam de Revel son Quinar who produced 1.60m show jumpers and stallions of global renown,
such as Quadrigo, Quality and Memphis who was competed by Steve Guerdat. Behind that comes the famous
Cassini on a mare who also produced the international 1.60m horse Kilar, who competed successfully under
Christiane Boos (GER). An exceptional filly with outstanding performance breeding credentials and 3 effortless,
ground covering paces destined for the serious sport.
brightwells.com
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VIOLINI
15/05/2017 Chestnut /Grey Colt
Jumping

CASSINI I
CHEERS CASSINI
Sire
VELINI
VELIEN

FLEUR III (FLEUR 195,FLEUR
Z)
KIGALI (BMC
KIGALI,KASPER)
PAULIEN (PAULIEN II)

CONCORDE
Dam
WITGRAFIN
LANDGRAFIN I

VOLTAIRE
FLYER
LANDGRAF I
SYMPHONIE

From the breeding of Angelica Logan comes this eye-catching powerful colt in a large, harmonious frame. He is by
the British bred Grand Prix stallion Velini who has recently been competing for Mexico with Mario Onate. The
mother comes from the Holsteiner line 569, which also produced Quintero, and is a direct daughter of the famous
Concorde. In the next generation comes the legendary Landgraf, making this a rare opportunity to purchase a foal
with such illustrious names in the very recent pedigree. She is the half-sister to the mother of the international
Grand Prix stallion Dalli Dalli who was competed by Holger Hetzel (GER) and Clarissa Crotta (CHE). A foal
whose immediate pedigree features the stuff of legends with bags of presence and star quality.
brightwells.com
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PENHALIGON
FREIGEIST
20/05/2017 Bay Colt
Dressage

FIDERTANZ

FOUNDATION

DONNA DORIA

Sire
FREISCHUTZ
MONA MARTINA

Dam
FLOH JO

FURST ROMANCIER (FUERST
ROMANCIER)

CAPRICE

DEL MARTINO
MONA ESKARDA
FURST HEINRICH (FUERST
HEINRICH)
RONJA
CARPACCIO
RICARDA

Our second foal from Penhaligon Stud, bred by Theresa Oakes, is another stunning colt, this time by the 2015
Reserve Champion stallion Freischütz who has passed on his enormous and powerful paces in this exceptional
stallion quality foal. The mother was performance tested in Germany and is by the highly desirable Fürst Heinrich
son Fürst Romancier out of a Carpaccio x Ricardo mother whose progeny have sports winnings in Germany of
over 20,000 Euros and who produced the licensed stallion Fred Astaire. Behind comes the blood of the Ladykiller
XX son Landgraf, who made his mark not only in jumping, but also in dressage breeding for providing beautiful
top lines and expressive fronts. This utterly breathtaking colt convinces with elastic uphill and ground covering
gaits and that special wow factor, making him an exciting prospect for the sport and as a stallion potential.
brightwells.com
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FLORENTINA
CDS
23/05/2017 Black Bay Filly
Dressage

JOHNSON
Sire
FIRESTONE (FECCO)
ZELZA-BELLA

JAZZ
ROXANE
FLORENCIO I (SENSATION)
RAGNA BELLA
DON FREDERICO

DON RICOSS
Dam
DEJA VU
DELTA

WINDROSCHEN
(WINDROESCHEN)
DE NIRO
GILTA

Bred by Janice C Vallance of Lakeview Stud (CDS) this delightful filly convinces with outstanding paces and
beautiful type. The sire Firestone was reserve champion of his licensing and is by the gorgeous Olympic stallion
Johnson out of a Florencio mare, offering a compelling cocktail of some of the best in modern dressage breeding.
This is matched beautifully on the dam side with a good dose of D-Line blood through the Don Frederico son Don
Ricoss, and the famous De Niro behind. The grandmother produced the Grand Prix dressage horse Valenta’s
Diego. An exceptional filly with 3 elastic and expressive gaits, uphill movement, and truly beautiful type from
proven modern dressage performance lines that hold much promise for future success.
brightwells.com
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RRH OUT OF
THE BLUE
22/07/2017 Bay Colt
Jumping

COUPERUS

MR. BLUE

ACARLA

Sire
PLOT BLUE

PILOT

ILOTTE

Dam
TRENDY LIVELLO

SANTA FEE

LIVELLO (S.I.E.C.
LIVELLO,SIEC LIVELLO)
MISS CONCETTO

LIMBUS (GUARDUS LIMBUS)
ZOCKA
CONCETTO DH 41
SORAYA

Our second Plot Blue foal is bred by Jasmine Hulme of Right Ride Horses. Plot Blue’s first crop of offspring are
coming through in international competition now, with young stallions like Power Blue and Great Blue leading the
next generation. The dam of this big moving and striking colt brings the desirable bloodlines of Landgraf and
Ahorn in the Holstein stallion Livello on the motherline that has produced none other than the great Cicero Z.
This unbelievable dam line has produced winnings in Germany alone of well over 500,000 Euros, and from the
immediate ancestry comes the Grand Prix winning stallion Santorin. A striking colt in a large frame that convinces
with an outstanding uphill canter and a dream pedigree.
brightwells.com
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CASINO
NIGHT
29/05/2017 Chestnut Colt
Dressage

CONTENDROS BUBE
Sire
CASANOVA LDS

RUBINA

WOLKENSTEIN II

MASCHA

PIK BUBE'S GIRL
LAURIES CRUSADOR XX

LAVENDEL

Dam
WORLDMATCH

CONTENDRO I

WELTMEYER
WOLKE
MATCHO X
PINKA

Our second Casanova LDS foal is bred by Sabrina Ross and convinces with elastic and expressive paces and
beautiful type. Casino Night’s mother offers the popular and proven combination of the Weltmeyer son
Wolkenstein on the Anglo Arab lines of Matcho X. The dam line has produced sport winnings in Germany of over
800,000 Euros, and the dressage stallion Dr Doolittle. The half-sister of the dam’s mother is grandmother to the
stallion Rheingau. A recent Grand Prix star to come from the line is the Las Vegas World Cup Finalist Di Lapponia
T, under the Swedish rider Paulinda Friberg. A delightful colt with beautiful type from a proven dressage pedigree
with paces to match.
brightwells.com
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AREDIS
CICERO
18/05/2017 Bay Colt
Jumping

Sire
CICERO Z VAN PAEMEL
(CICERO Z)

Dam
ESTEEM DOLLAR

CARTHAGO Z

RENDEZ-VOUS VAN PAEMEL
DOLLAR DU MURIER
(DOLLAR DU MURIER*HTS DE
SEINE)
VAGABOND

CAPITOL I
PERRA
RANDEL Z
GRANIE
JALISCO B
KARIELLE
CALVADOS
JORINDE

A wonderful opportunity to purchase a son of the international Grand Prix stallion Cicero Z. Cicero Z was ridden
to ISJ level 1m60 by Dirk Demeers with whom he won the CSI4* Antwerp Grand Prix. He has since produced
equally successful progeny jumping at Grand Prix level with riders such as Bertrand Allen and Jos Verlooy. This
attractive colt bred by Steve Pullan shows enormous ground covering gaits and athleticism. The mother has
successfully competed at national level and brings the valuable blood of the Jalisco son Dollar du Murier. The
grandmother produced the AES stallion Waibalou, and from the dam line come the 1.60m horse Chapeau B, but
interestingly also the Grand Prix dressage horse Obelisk (by Feiner Stern), which may help to explain the
exceptional elevated quality of this foal’s paces. A beautiful colt with interesting pedigree and ‘wow-factor’.
brightwells.com
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FLYING
DUTCHMAN
BDA
27/04/2017 Chestnut Colt
Jumping

QUANTUM

QUALITY TIME

H-CORTONNE

Sire
FLORIS TN

VANCOUVER (ISARD DU
RIETZ)

ARISINAA

IRISINAA
VOLTAIRE

KANNAN

CEMETA

Dam
PRINCIPESSA REDOUTE
ETINCELLE DU PORT

INCITATUS
NAPHTALINE III

It is a pleasure to introduce this bold and beautiful colt bred by Kyle Hassell of BDA Equestrian from a direct
daughter of the great Kannan, half-sister of the international show jumper Tchinis Redoute. The mare also bred
Jack Whitacker’s horse Lilibet and the licensed stallion Arkan. The sire Floris is one of the new talents to emerge
on the scene, and has been turning heads in the Netherlands under his rider Zoï Snels. He is by the famous stallion
Quality Time who requires no further introduction and out of the famous mother-line of Sina. The mother is the
half-sister to none other than the Olympic silver medal and Grand Prix winner Mac Kinley. A striking foal with a
lot of presence and that all-important star quality with an outstanding performance pedigree on both sides.
brightwells.com
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ECLIPSE GF
01/06/2017 Bay Colt
Jumping

DIAMANT DE SEMILLY
Sire
EMERALD VAN 'T
RUYTERSHOF (EMERALD)

LE TOT DE SEMILLY
VENISE DES CRESLES
CARTHAGO Z

CARTHINA Z

CLEARWAY
Dam
CHI CHI
MANDRA

TANAGRA 'S' VAN HET
DAROHOF
CAPITOL I
WODKA II
CONTENDER
BIJOU

From the breeding of Samantha Edis it is a pleasure to introduce this beautiful son of the great Emerald, who is
valued not only for bringing some of the best of European breeding through the great sires Diamant de Semilly
and Carthago, and for his own exceptional Grand Prix performance record, but particularly for passing on his
great qualities, with multiple licensed stallions and Grand Prix horses among his foals already. The mother brings
the valuable blood of Clearway and comes from the Holstein line 1333, the mother-line of Hauke Luther’s horse
Casanova, that also produced the stallions Quasino and Dollar Juice. A great pedigree presented in a very attractive
package with wonderful type.
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WEIDE ADEL
MPS
13/05/2017 Black Filly
Dressage

HOHENSTEIN
Sire
HOCHADEL
DEAUVILLE

DE NIRO
Dam
WALINKA
WILDKATZE

CAPRIMOND
HELENA XIV
DONNERHALL
LAVINIA
DONNERHALL
ALICANTE
WEINGAU
ASTA

This very beautiful filly from the breeding of Emily Cuthill boasts a fantastic cocktail of the very best dressage
performance breeding lines. She is by the famous Hohenstein son Hochadel, who not only convinced as the clear
champion of his own stallion grading back in 2003, but who has since made his mark in producing no less than 55
State Premium mares, 12 licensed sons, and the World Breeding Championships contestant Horatio. On Weide
Adel’s dam side comes De Niro. The dam line has produced sports winnings of almost 200,000 Euros and highly
regarded stallions such as Wanderer and Fontainebleau who produced so many successful dressage horses in this
country. A filly with excellent type combined with expressive gaits of the highest quality.
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WHISPER A
WISH
30/05/2017 Bay Colt
Eventing

KOSTOLANY

GRIBALDI

GONDOLA II

Sire
WISH UPON A STAR

HOUSTON

PASMIEK

ENNEMIEK
RUBINSTEIN I

RUBIN STAR N
Dam
BROWNSCOMBE ROYAL
STARLET

ST PR CARELLA

BROWNSCOMBE SAFFRON

SALUUT
(REBELL,MAXIMILLIAN
SALUUT)
F UNNY GIRL

It is a pleasure to introduce the first of two Wish Upon A Star foals in this auction. Bred by T ina Sharp and coming all
the way from beautiful Devon, Whisper a Wish convinces with wonderful type. Wish Upon A Star has been combining
his successful competition outings with busy stud duties, and brings the highly valuable blood of Gribaldi. His dam
line has produced successful Grand Prix show jumpers such as Diamond MHZ who was competed by Tim Stockdale
and Clare and Clark Glasgow. The mother continues the theme of outstanding dressage line on proven show jumping
performance with the Rubinstein son Rubin Star N on a mare that is line bred to the great Ramiro. A very attractive
colt offering fantastic jumping and dressage lines bred for top performance.
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VOLATIS
FERRIAMO
08/04/2017 Dark Bay Colt
Dressage

Sire
FEINRICH

FURST HEINRICH (FUERST
HEINRICH)
GESINA

MONDRIAAN (MANSELL)
Dam
TRENDA
GLENDA

FLORESTAN I
DAWINA
SIR DONNERHALL I
GESINE
BALZFLUG
UNETTE
ULFT
BRENDA

The second auction foal from Sacha Shaw’s Volatis Stud is this lovely athletic colt by the very interesting stallion
Feinrich Feinrich is standing at Paul Schockemöhle's and boasts some of the best in modern dressage breeding. He
is by Fürst Heinrich who requires no introduction, and behind that we have none other than Sir Donnerhall and
then Don Schufro from the motherline of For Romance! These lines are a fantastic combination with the Dutch
breeding in the mother who is by Mondriaan out of none other than the full sister to the famous Ferro. She has an
outstanding breeding record with several foals being awarded BEF Futurity Elite scores. This gorgeous strong foal
convinces with athleticism and three powerful, balanced and expressive gaits. A true prospect for the serious
competition arena.
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TOUQUET DU
ROUET
10/05/2017 Bay Colt
Jumping

ALME Z

GALOUBET A

VITI

Sire
BALOUBET DU ROUET
MESANGE DU ROUET

Dam
CADERMIE PP

CASALL ASK (CASALL LA
SILLA)
WADERMIE

STARTER
BADINE
CARETINO
KIRA XVII
CLINTON
CADERMIE

From the breeding of Charlie Swanston of Monks Stud comes this unbelievable opportunity to purchase what
must be one of the last direct sons of the legendary world cup winner Baloubet du Rouet. The mother is a direct
daughter of Casall Ask who needs little introduction himself as one of the all-time greats in the sport, but also as a
proven progenitor of performance. At our latest count we found 36 sons and daughters competing at 1.60m!
Behind that comes the famous Dermie motherline, which produced numerous international Grand Prix horses
including the stallion Radermus, and Madermie and Odermus. A bold and confident powerful colt with a pedigree
that is the stuff of dreams.
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ARKADIUM
17/06/2017 Bay Colt
Jumping

ARKO III
Sire
ARKINO Z
THALIA M

CAROLUS II (CAROLUS H)
Dam
DANDOLIENE
VALIENE

ARGENTINUS
UNIKA
CARETINO
HALINA IV
CAPITOL I
LACQ
ANDIAMO
NAJADIENE

The second auction foal bred by Angelica Logan is an attractive colt with exceptional movement and beautiful
type. Sire Arkino Z is now competed by Michael Whitaker and achieving consistent double clears, after the
stallion’s success at Fontainebleau aged 7 with the French rider Fabrice Paris. The mother combines the
performance blood of Carolus II with type and talent from Andiamo on an outstanding and prolific motherline
that also produced the licensed AES stallion Arkansa Z. Grandmother Valiene is the half-sister to the Carolus
daughter Bandoliene who competed internationally with Zuzanna Nowakowska (POL) and full sister to the 1.40m
mare Trampoliene. An interesting cocktail of some new and exciting sports breeding on proven performance lines,
presented in an attractive and athletic package.
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UNNAMED
FILLY
25/05/2017 Chestnut Filly
Jumping

QUIDAM DE REVEL

GUIDAM

FOUGERE

Sire
LUIDAM ELITE

AKTEUR

ELJENOHVE

POLINE
ZUIDPOOL

TINKA'S BOY

ESPRIT

Dam
MARKET VISION
MARKET AFFAIR

INDIGO C (DALLAS)
FAIR MARIA

Our second auction foal by the great Grand Prix and Nations Cup stallion Luidam is bred by Derek Ricketts, and
convinces with superb conformation and exceptional paces. The mother Market Vision is by Tinka’s boy, the sire
of Tinka’s Serenade, whose Big Star foal recently sold for a record price at Bolsworth and who competed
successfully at 1.60m with Billy Twomey. The mare has produced prolific show jumpers. Market Irminka
succeeded with Shane Breen in International Grand Prix and World Cups. Market Luxatinka competes in amateur
Grand Prix in the USA. Market Vision’s dam was a Grade A show jumper and was by the International Show
Jumping stallion, Dallas. A stunning filly with a top performance pedigree destined for the international arena.
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DC DIOMEDES
11/06/2017 Bay Colt
Dressage

DEPARDIEU 11 (DEPARDIEU)
Sire
DREAM ON

DE NIRO
ELFI
LAVAUZELLE X (LAVOUZELLE
X,LAVOUZELLE AA)

PAVEDENA AA

PRIMERA X
CONNERY

IMPERIO 3

ISAR VI

Dam
IMOGEN
H BETTY BARCLAY

BRENTANO II (BRENTANO 2)
WAIT AND SEE

Our second foal from the fabulous Dream On is bred by his owner herself, Terri Knight of the Dressage Company.
A very elastic and uphill colt with beautiful expression and type. Dream On has proven himself as a great
progenitor for the sport, with many riders commenting on the great temperament and rideability of his offspring.
The mother comes from the dam line of stallions like Al Capone and more recently Dubarry. The line has
produced winnings in the sport of almost 600,000 Euros in Germany. Dam sire Imperio was Trakehner stallion of
the year 2016 and brings refinement and that valuable Trakehner blood injection that works so well in
combination with Hanoverian mother lines. A very attractive colt from a proven performance pedigree.
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REMBRANDT
L.E.
25/06/2017 Dark Bay Colt
Jumping

CLINTON
CORNET OBOLENSKY
Sire
AC ACTIVATE
GRANIENNA

Dam
VIOLET VAN DE
TEERLINGHOEVE

CAPITAL

RAAD EENS

RABANNA VAN
COSTERSVELD
GRANDILOT
FREICA
CAPITOL I
ROSARIA
JOKINAL DE BORNIVAL
NIVANA

The second auction foal from Lucy Simpson’s Ladykirk Equitation and Stud is by the Cornet Obolensky son AC
Activate. The mother has a successful competition record in this country and graded 3*** with the AES after
impressing the studbook evaluators with her excellent attitude and techniques over a jump. She comes from a
highly valuable damline. The grandmother is a half-sister to the international horse Hilton van de Kornelishoeve
and the 1.40m Elite mares Ratina van de Kornelishoeve and Okina. The line produced international 1.60m horses
like Filou VDK and Alina van de Kornelishoeve. A very pretty colt with beautiful type from an outstanding dam
that promises performance and outstanding temperament.
brightwells.com
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VALERIAN FST
20/04/2017 Bay Colt
Dressage

Sire
D'EGALITE

DON JUAN DE HUS
(DIOVANNIE)
SHAKIRA K

FIDERTANZ
Dam
FINESSE
FAIR PLAY

JAZZ
VODORETTE
STEDINGER
ESCAPE
FIDERMARK I
REINE FREUDE
FERRAGAMO
DAME ROUGE

Our second auction foal from the breeding of Fay Thomas of FST Sport Horses is a breath-taking colt by the
exciting Don Juan de Hus son D’Egalité, champion of his stallion licensing in 2015. This young stallion offers an
exciting mix of influential modern Dutch dressage lines through his sire with proven classical German S-Line and
R-Line breeding on the dam. This colt’s mother is out of the State Premium mare Fair Play, who trained up to
medium level dressage and who won her performance test with scores of 9 and above for her paces. The dam line
is extremely interesting, having produced the celebrated stallion Christ and winnings over over 1.6mio Euros in
the sport in Germany alone. A gorgeous colt with fantastic paces and a world class dressage pedigree.
brightwells.com
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DAFOESKA
03/06/2017 Black Filly
Dressage

DEPARDIEU 11 (DEPARDIEU)
Sire
DREAM ON
PAVEDENA AA

DE NIRO
ELFI
LAVAUZELLE X (LAVOUZELLE
X,LAVOUZELLE AA)
PRIMERA X

UNITED
Dam
GRANOESKA
CANOESKA

KRACK C
NESSICA
LORD LOXLEY
WANOESKA

Another Dream On foal presents itself in an attractive package with elastic and uphill gaits. Bred by Annelise and
Geraldine Ford, this lovely filly stands out with lovely type and expressive movement. The mother is by the influential
stallion United, sire of successful Grand Prix dressage stallions like Bordeaux and TC Athene. From the dam line
come some highly interesting modern dressage horses, such as Schockemöhle’s premium stallion Grey Flannel and in
this country the lovely AES mare River Rise Escarla, winner of the 5-year-old class at the British Dressage National
Championships in 2014. A very exciting filly with a great proven performance pedigree on both sides.
brightwells.com
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PK BRIGHT
STAR
03/05/2017 Chestnut Filly
Jumping

QUICK STAR
Sire
BIG STAR
JOLANDA

ARGENTINUS
Dam
ALEGRINA D (ALLEGRINA)
LA LUNA

GALOUBET A
STELLA
NIMMERDOR
ELYSETTE
ARGENTAN I
DORLE
LAMOUREUX I
ASPIRANT''S LANDFURSTIN

It is with great excitement that we present what is truly a special highlight, a filly by the Olympic Gold Medallist
and British Legend Big Star out of a direct daughter of the famous Argentinus. Bred by Peter and Kelly White of
PK Stud, this filly has star quality through and through. Big Star needs no introduction after his spectacular
performance in Rio last year, and these credentials are beautifully complimented by the mare who was purchased
at the Verden Elite Sales as a State Premium mare with scores of 9 for her canter and 9.5 for jumping. She
competed successfully in the young horse classes in this country before being retained for breeding. She is the
mother of two licensed stallions, PK Stanstead and Baloubet de Seguine, who is competing successfully in young
horse classes. A world-class foal with everything required to succeed in the sport and valuable breeding lines.
brightwells.com
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UNNAMED
COLT
14/06/2017 Bay Colt
Eventing

HEARTBREAKER
Sire
USA TODAY
ULORA

RANDI ELITE
Dam
PROSPECT LINKS

NIMMERDOR
BACAROLE
CAPITOL I
ORUNA
RAMZES III
MANDY

BETH III

It is a pleasure to introduce our second foal from the breeding of Rupert Worrell in this rather striking colt by John
Whitaker’s Gold British Show Jumping Elite stallion USA Today, a son of Heartbreaker who has enjoyed a highly
successful international show jumping career with Robert Whitaker. The Whitaker theme continues with the dam
who is by the famous stallion Randi Elite who represented Great Britain first under John Whitaker and then under
Robert Whitaker with whom he took the British Junior European Team to win gold in Hungary in 2000. A unique
and athletic foal with a lot of character and strong conformation.
brightwells.com
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MYSTIC NS
15/05/2017 Skewbald Colt
Eventing

CUTSDEAN CENTURIAN
Sire
BARCUTAN ZULU CHIEF
TIME WILL TELL

CHARMEUR
Dam
HAPPY-LADY
CASSANDRA

CENTYFOR
DIANA
HONEYBROOK ZULU
BERRIEWOOD SPECTACLE
FLORENCIO I (SENSATION)
TRENDY
DREAMCATCHER (DECOR
DREAMCATCHER)
REVEIL V.B. (REVEIL VB)

Another splash of colour comes in this charming colt bred by Joanna Sutton of Newarth Stud from the homozygous
stallion Barcutan Zulu Chief. His grandfather Centyfor is a Polish Warmblood and is related via his French Anglo
Arab sire Kwartet to horses such as Zeus and the international show jumper Midnight Madness. The dam is by the
successful dressage stallion Charmeur, and behind come the Grand Prix stallions Dreamcatcher and Montecristo. The
mother is half-sister to the Grand Prix dressage stallion Vivaldo. Further back we also find valuable jumping lines
through Ramiro Z. The great grandmother was half-sister to the 1.60m show jumper Mon Ami. A superb eventing
prospect with the right amount of thoroughbred blood on a proven dressage and jumping performance pedigree.
brightwells.com
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UNNAMED
COLT
26/05/2017 Bay Colt
Jumping

CASSINI I
CHEERS CASSINI
Sire
VELINI

FLEUR III (FLEUR 195,FLEUR
Z)
KIGALI (BMC
KIGALI,KASPER)

VELIEN

PAULIEN (PAULIEN II)
DOUBLE ESPOIR

FLIPPER D'ELLE

PAVLOVA DES MALAIS

Dam
CREVETTE
DESERT WIND OF MOLLINDA

DESERT PRINCE
G REY MOL LY

The second auction colt by the exciting stallion Velini is bred by Derek Ricketts and convinc es with long lines and an
athletic frame paired with excellent temperament. Velini comes from a truly outstanding mother-line: His grandmother
Paulien II succeeded for Great Britain under Charlotte Platt, and his half-brother Flawless is celebrating international
Grand Prix success with the same rider. Paulien produced another 1.60m horse in AD Uceline. This colt’s mother
Crevette provides a great match for this promising pedigree with a half-sister who competed successfully up to 1.40m
with a novice rider. She brings valuable Selle Francais lines in Flipper d’Elle, and behind that comes Touchdown and that
all important thoroughbred blood injection. A very attractive tall and charming colt with a highly convincing pedigree.

brightwells.com
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JUSTA WISH
30/04/2017 Bay Filly
Eventing

KOSTOLANY

GRIBALDI

GONDOLA II

Sire
WISH UPON A STAR

HOUSTON

PASMIEK

ENNEMIEK
SKIPPY

JUMBO

BETTY

Dam
JALIDO
GRAFHAM SOCIETY

ARAK
ARMIA

The second Wish Upon A Star foal in this auction comes directly from the stallion’s owner, Carolyn Bates of
Grafham Stud. We can see the strong influence of Gribaldi in this beautiful filly with exceptional expression and
that characteristic topline and uphill tendency. Justa Wish’s mother is the full sister to Joyride, who is currently
competing for Britain at CCI3* with Tom McEwen and to the stallion Brief Encounter. She offers a highly
interesting combination of bloodlines through the great stallion Jumbo, who sired a string of successful
international eventers, and the Elite mare Grafham Society, who comes from a highly successful Trakehner
motherline of proven eventers and show jumpers. A very interesting opportunity to purchase a highly attractive
filly from exceptional performance lines.
brightwells.com
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KANNI BALOU
GF
02/06/2017 Bay Filly
Jumping

FURIOSO II

VOLTAIRE

GOGO MOEVE

Sire
KANNAN

NIMMERDOR

CEMETA

WOZIETA

BALOU DU ROUET
Dam
MILLFIELD BALOULOU
CANTATE III

BALOUBET DU ROUET
GEORGIA
LINCOLN
TABIMA

We are finishing this auction selection on a high with this beautiful filly by the great Kannan, who requires no
further introduction. The second foal by Samantha Edis to feature in this auction, Kanni Balou has a pedigree that
speaks for itself, with another all-time great on the mother’s side in the renowned Balou du Rouet. The
grandmother is the State premium mare Cantate who produced the licensed son Millfield Cassidy and Con
Versace, mother of the licensed stallion Quinlan Z. The dam line is the Holsteiner line 18A2, one of the world’s
most influential show jumping lines that produced stallions like Clinton and Untouchable and countless Grand
Prix horses. A truly outstanding opportunity to purchase a filly with beautiful type and presence and some the very
best show jumping breeding in the world.
brightwells.com
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Vetting and X-Rays of Auction Horses
VETERINARY PANEL
Brightwells Veterinary Panel have a particular interest and experience
in sport horses.
• Dr Marc Auerbach, Cert EP DVM MRCVS
• Mr Ciaran Paterson BVSc MRCVS
• Mr Tom Campbell BVSc MRCVS
All horses entered for this sale, with the exception of foals, have
undergone x-rays assessments to a set criteria and veterinary
examination by Brightwells Panel of Veterinary Surgeons. Blood has
been taken from all auction horses and random blood testing may also
be carried out proir to the auction.
The Veterinary Surgeons will be available to discuss veterinary findings
and x-rays to potential clients at the following times:
Friday 18th August from 1pm
Saturday 19th August from 10am

Brightwells are delighted to arrange for x-rays of the auction horses to
be emailed to prospective buyer’s veterinary surgeons. Please contact
Sarah Johnson Tel. 01568 619777 for further details.
IMPORTANT
All auction horses will be sold as they stand in the sale. It is
therefore your responsibility to check x-rays and veterinary
certificates of any horses that you are interested in buying with
our Veterinary Surgeons.
You are also welcome to bring your own veterinary surgeon
with you to view the x-rays and veterinary certificates.
X-rays have been assessed solely for the purpose of being
suitable to be entered in this auction and do not constitute a
warranty of any kind.

Auction Conditions of Sale for Dressage and Show Jumping Sales
The Sale will be run under the Conditions of Sale set out below and
the Brightwells General Conditions of Sale; it is your responsibility to
have read the Conditions of Sale prior to purchasing.

ROYAL INSTITUTE OF CHARTERED SURVEYORS MEMBER’S
ACCOUNTS REGULATIONS 1993 NOTICE REQUIRED UNDER
REGULATION 2A

Sellers please note the following Supplementary Conditions (to be
drawn to your attention by order of HM Customs and Excise).

This market / auction sale is not required to comply with RICS
Members Accounts Regulations. No monies paid to this sale are
covered by any scheme for the protection of clients’ money operated
by the Royal Institution of Chartered Surveyors. A more detailed
explanation can be obtained in writing from the RICS Regulations
Department, Surveyor Court, Westwood way, Coventry CV4 9JE

HM CUSTOMS AND EXCISE RULES
Would all sellers note that we (Brightwells) will raise a Self Billing Tax
Invoice for the proceeds of any goods in this or any other Sale held
by us? It is a Customs and Excise requirement that this is the only Tax
Invoice raised for those items.
We must have your VAT Registration Number (where appropriate)
together with your name and address for inclusion on any Self Billing
Tax Invoice raised by ourselves.

ENTRY
1. (1) A horse shall be entered for a sale on the completion of an Entry
Form by or on behalf of the Seller and upon payment by the Seller to
the Auctioneer of the prescribed entry fee.

You must notify us immediately if your VAT Registration Number is
cancelled or if you are issued with a new VAT Registration Number.

(2) In the event that the Seller wishes to place a reserve on a Lot, the
amount of the reserve must be specified on the Entry Form or Reserve
Form.

Any seller not agreeing to this system of Self Billing Tax Invoices being
raised by us must notify us prior to the commencement of the Sale.
Regrettably, we can only operate with a Self Billing System in place
and therefore will not sell the goods of any seller who is unable to
accept this system.

(3) The Seller warrants to the Auctioneer and to the Buyer that, on
the day of the Sale, the horse when described as vaccinated will have
been properly vaccinated and will have no contagious or infectious
diseases.

01568 619777

COMMISSION & PAYMENTS
All lots will be sold in pounds sterling with a 10% buyers premium plus
VAT on the buyers premium.
2. (1) Commission is payable in full by the purchaser to the auctioneers
even if a horse is subsequently returned by the purchaser to the seller
in accordance with the complaints procedure hereunder or for any
reason.
(2) Vendor Commission. The vendor will pay a commission of 10%
plus VAT, (5% plus VAT In the case of foals) to the auctioneers even
if a horse is subsequently returned by the purchaser to the seller
in accordance with the complaints procedure hereunder or for any
reason.
(3) Vetting Fees. The purchaser will be deemed responsible for the
vetting costs of the pre-sale vetting and £240 plus VAT will be payable
by the purchaser when settling payment of their horse.
(4) A horse having been entered for sale, may be withdrawn prior to
the sale upon payment of a commission / withdrawal fee of £1000
plus VAT in addition to the entry fee. This fee of £1000 may be waived
if the withdrawal is on veterinary grounds and suitable veterinary
evidence is provided, or if the Auctioneers are satisfied the reason for
the withdrawal was acceptable.
(5) Buy back commission. If any horse is subsequently bought back by
the vendor or agent a commission charge of 2.5% is payable.
CATALOGUE DESCRIPTION
3. (1) The Auctioneer accepts no responsibility for the accuracy of
any particulars of a Lot given in the catalogue. The Seller is solely
responsible for any catalogue description of a Lot.
(2) The remarks given to the Lot(s) suitability and ride ability are
provided by the Owner or the Owner’s Riders and are given as
an opinion only through the training of the horse and DO NOT
CONSTITUTE A WARRANTY OF ANY KIND.
(3) Upon receipt of a catalogue, the seller undertakes immediately to
check the accuracy of the relevant catalogue description of the Lot
and to notify the Auctioneer immediately in writing of any correction,
amendment or addition that needs to be made to the catalogue
description.
(4) The Auctioneer may amend or add to any catalogue description
during the course of a Sale and may declare a Sale to be subject to
veterinary examination or not during the course of a Sale, in which
event any announcement by the Auctioneer takes precedence over
any entry in the catalogue.
CONDUCT OF SALE
4. (1) The Auctioneers may at their absolute discretion:
(a) Refuse to accept any bid or bidder.
(b) Regulate the bidding as the Auctioneer sees fit.
(c) Arrange, consolidate or withdraw any Lot.

(d) Cancel or postpone a Sale on account of bad weather or other
supervening causes. In the event that a Sale is cancelled, moved or
rearranged, the Auctioneer shall not be liable to pay compensation to
any Seller, Bidder or any other party.
(2) The Seller reserves the right to bid through the Auctioneer acting
as the Seller’s agent.
(3) The Buyer shall be the highest bidder. In the event of a dispute
between two or more bidders as to which is the Buyer, the Auctioneer
shall have the right to declare the Buyer or, at the Auctioneer’s
discretion, immediately to re-offer the disputed Lot for sale.
(4) The Buyer shall immediately on the fall of the hammer inform the
Auctioneer of the Buyer’s name and address and provide any proof of
identity that the Auctioneer may require. Failure in this respect entitles
the Auctioneer immediately to offer the Lot for re-sale and the original
Buyer shall be liable to make good any difference in price to the Seller.
(5) Any Buyer bidding as agent for a Principal shall be deem to have
bid on his own behalf as well as on behalf of his Principal and the
highest bidder shall be personally liable along with the Principal to the
Seller.
PAYMENT
5. (1) The Auctioneer, at the Auctioneer’s discretion, may require the
Buyer to pay a deposit of 20% of the price of the horse immediately
following the sale.
(2) The Purchaser shall pay the Auctioneer in full for the price of
the horse within 2 hours of the completion of the sale. Payment in
this context may include the tender of a cheque in the full amount
although the Auctioneer in the Auctioneer’s discretion may refuse a
cheque in which event the Buyer must tender payment in some other
manner.
(3) The Auctioneer shall pay the seller the price of the horse less
Auctioneer’s commission and any other outstanding charges and
expenses due from the Seller to the Auctioneer within 28 days of the
date of the Sale, provided that:
(i) In the Auctioneers opinion the Buyer is a bona fide Purchaser and
was capable of making a contract i.e. being sound of mind, not in
collusion with the Seller and not under the influence of drugs or drink
etc.
(ii) the Auctioneer has been paid in full for the price of the horse by
the Buyer, any cheque tendered by or on behalf of the Buyer having
cleared; and
(iii) the Buyer has not initiated the Complaints Procedure set out
below. In the event that the Buyer has initiated the Complaints
Procedure, the Auctioneer shall retain the price of the Lot pending the
outcome of the Complaints Procedure.
(4) If the Buyer fails to make a payment in full for the Lot, and in the
Auctioneers opinion the Buyer is a bona fide person (3. i) and fails to
make payment in full for the Lot or Lots the Auctioneer may, at his
absolute discretion, resell the Lot and the Buyer shall be liable for any
shortfall in price, and any associated expenses connected with such
resale.
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DELIVERY AND RISK

BASIS OF SALE

6. (1) Horses sold as they stand or without veterinary examination
instruction from the Buyer, shall be at the risk of the Buyer from the
fall of the hammer.

8. (1) All Lots of two years of age or over with exception of Breeding
Mares will be offered for sale with a pre-sale Veterinary Certificate
issued by a panel of Veterinary Surgeons appointed by the
Auctioneers. All Lots under two years of age will be offered for sale as
they stand and without a pre-sale Veterinary Certificate.

(2) Title in the horse shall not pass to the Buyer until the Buyer has
made payment in full for the horse by means of cleared funds. Until
payment in full by means of cleared funds is made, title shall remain
with the Seller.
(3) The Buyer shall not be entitled to take delivery of the horse until
payment in full for the horse has been made. The Auctioneer may at
the Auctioneer’s sole discretion allow the Buyer to take delivery of the
horse upon the tender by the Buyer or on his behalf of a cheque in the
full amount of the price.
(4) The Buyer, subject to payment in full, must take possession of the
horse by the end of the sale day, but is responsible for the care of the
horse from the fall of the hammer.
(5) In the event that a horse is not sold, the Seller shall take back the
horse from the Sale premises on the day of the Sale.
(6) The Buyer authorises the Seller and the Auctioneer as agent for
the Seller to enter upon the Buyer’s land to take collection of any
horse in respect of which the Buyer has taken delivery but for which
the Buyer has not paid in full.
RETURNED HORSES
7. (1) Lots may be returned by the Buyer to the Seller if the Buyer
of any Lot sold with a pedigree establishes that the pedigree is
inaccurate.
(2) Lots may be returned by the Buyer to the Seller subject to the
Complaints Procedure set out below if the horse:
(i) is a wind sucker;
(ii) is a crib-biter where this is associated with wind-sucking;
(iii) is a weaver;
(iv) exhibits box walking;
(v) has been tubed, fired, unnerved or operated upon for unsoundness
of any other kind;
(vi) is a male horse (other than a foal, a yearling before the 1st July of
its yearling year) which does not have two testes fully descended to
and fully palpable within the scrotum at the time of the Sale is or shall
be deemed to be a rig or cryptorchid; and if the horse has not been
described as such on the pre-sale Veterinary Certificate or announced
from the rostrum or in catalogue.
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(2) The Certificate of the Veterinary Panel is completed by a Veterinary
Surgeon or Surgeons appointed by the Auctioneers following a clinical
examination carried out in accordance with the standard procedure
recommended by the Royal College of Veterinary Surgeons.
(3) The Veterinary Certificate must not be relied upon in any
way as indicating any matter other than that of being a record of
clinical examination made by Auctioneers’ Veterinary Panel. THE
VETERINARY CERTIFICATE WILL BE VALID FOR THE DATE AND
TIME OF EXAMINATION ONLY. Potential Purchasers may, if they so
desire, use a Veterinary Surgeon of their own choice to check the
clinical condition of any Lot, subject to the Vendor’s permission.
(4) This examination shall be a clinical examination and shall not
include any radiological or other specialised techniques. It shall not be
concerned with the accuracy of any other statement concerning any
particular Lot whether contained in the catalogue or any Veterinary
Certificate.
(5) The decision of the Veterinary Surgeon carrying out the
examination shall be final and binding as between the Vendor and
Purchaser.
(6) The Auctioneers shall in no way be responsible for the findings of
the Veterinary Surgeon appointed to carry out this examination.
(7) BROODMARES – A mare described as IN FOAL or BELIEVED
IN FOAL constitutes a warranty that the mare is in foal and it is the
responsibility of the Vendor: in the case of a mare covered in the
previous year’s covering season to lodge a Covering Certificate with
the Auctioneers before the date advertised for the Sale. In the case
of mare described In Foal or Believed In Foal to send with the horse
a Certificate of Pregnancy signed by a Veterinary Surgeon and dated
not more the 4 weeks before the Sale.
(8) FOALS that have not been weaned will return to the Vendor’s
property until a date has been agreed by the Vendor and Purchaser to
wean and collect the foal. The Vendor agrees to keep the foal during
this period of time free of charge with the exception of any veterinary
costs that may occur. All Purchasers are advised to take out Insurance
for their purchase which is available on the day of sale.
X-RAYS
9. (1) All Lots of two years of age or over with the exception of
Breeding Mares will be accompanied with a set of X-Rays. The X-Rays
of each Lot DO NOT CONSTITUTE A WARRANTY OF ANY KIND and
shall not be of any concern of the Auctioneers or Veterinary Panel
and shall not be included in any form of the Pre-Sale Examination
conducted by the Veterinary Surgeon.

(2) All X-Rays will be available for Potential Purchasers to study on the
day of sale prior to the sale of each Lot.
(3) Potential Purchasers may, if they so desire and at their own cost
and subject to the Vendor’s permission, have any Lot of two years of
age and over X-Rayed prior to the sale but not on the day of sale. The
Auctioneers shall in no way be responsible for any loss, damage or
injury whether by disease, accident or otherwise of any Lot and the
passing of risk and responsibility will remain with the Vendor of any
such Lot.
LIABILITY OF THE AUCTIONEER
10. (1) The Auctioneer acts as agent of the Seller and the Auctioneer
gives no warranties of any kind to the Buyer.
(2) It is the Vendor’s sole responsibility and not the Auctioneers to
declared any defects or problems that may cause reason for compliant
by the Purchaser of any Lot.
(3) The Auctioneer does not accept any liability for:
(i) the description or pedigree of the horse given in the catalogue;
(ii) the physical condition, performance, potential or ability of the horse
sold;
(iii) the payment of the price by the Purchaser;
(iv) the return of any horse by the Purchaser to the Seller;
(v) the administration of the Complaints Procedure beyond the
appointment of a an arbitrator in accordance therewith.
COMPLAINTS PROCEDURE
11. (1) The Buyer shall notify the Auctioneer if the Buyer claims to be
entitled to return a horse to the Seller in accordance with condition
7 only orally by 5pm on the fourth day following the sale excluding
Sundays.
(2) In the case of a Foal sold prior to weaning the Buyer shall notify
the Auctioneers if the Buyer claims to be entitled to return a Foal to
the Seller orally by 5pm on the second day after the date of collection
excluding Sundays. The Complaints Procedure will only be concerned
with Conditions 7 (2) i, ii, iii, iv, v and vi.
(3) The Buyer shall follow up this oral notification to the Auctioneer
with written notification to the Auctioneer to be received by the
Auctioneer within seven days from the date of the Sale. The written
notification by the Buyer to the Auctioneer shall set out the grounds
upon which the Buyer claims to be entitled to return the horse to the
Seller.

discover the complaint and to notify the Auctioneer of the same within
the above timescales. However, in no circumstances whatsoever may
the above time limits be extended beyond a period of 7 days after the
date of the Sale.
(6) On receipt of a written complaint together, where appropriate,
with a Veterinary Certificate, the Auctioneer shall send a copy of
the complaint and the Veterinary Certificate to the Seller and the
Auctioneer shall appoint a suitable person to act as Arbitrator. The task
of the Arbitrator will be to examine and determine the complaint. The
name of the person appointed by the Auctioneer to act as Arbitrator
shall be notified by the Auctioneer to the Seller and the Buyer. The
Auctioneer shall thereafter have no further responsibility in respect of
the Complaints Procedure.
(7) The examination and resolution of the complaint shall be under
the control of the Arbitrator and the Seller and Purchaser shall comply
with all directions that may be given by the Auctioneer in respect of
the complaint.
(8) The Arbitrator may require, before proceeding to examine and
determine the complaint, that the Arbitrator’s fees and expenses shall
be paid in advance. The Seller and Buyer shall thereupon each pay the
sum stipulated by the Arbitrator.
(9) The Arbitrator may direct that the horse shall be subject to such
trial as he may direct and the Seller and Buyer shall end their full cooperation to such a trial.
(10) If either the Seller or the Buyer fails to comply with a direction
of the Arbitrator or fails to pay any sum ordered to be paid by the
Arbitrator, then the Arbitrator may at his own discretion decide not to
proceed with the examination and determination of the complaint and
may, if the Seller is in default, order that the horse be returned to the
Seller or may, if the Buyer is in default, order that the Buyer pay the full
price to the Seller.
(11) Upon the determination of the complaint, the Arbitrator may at his
discretion order that the unsuccessful party pay to the other all costs
and expenses associated with the Complaints Procedure.
12 Any person riding an animal on the Sale Premises must wear a
hard riding hat of an approved standard, the Auctioneers accept no
responsibility to any accident or injury that may occur to any person
who does not comply with this condition of sale.
All persons attending this sale and event, do so at their own risk
and we do no accept responsibility whatsoever for injury to horse or
persons.
Brightwells

(4) The Buyer, subject to payment in full, must take possession of the
horse by the end of the sale day, but is responsible for the care of the
horse from the fall of the hammer.
(5) In the event that the Buyer fails to make oral or written notification
of his complaint within the above timescales, the Buyer shall not be
allowed to return the horse to the Seller but must make payment for
the horse in full unless the buyer can demonstrate to the satisfaction of
the Auctioneer that it was not reasonably practicable for the Buyer to
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